Comparison and Evaluation of Three Methods for Estimating Forest above Ground Biomass Using TM and GLAS Data
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Abstract: Medium spatial resolution biomass is a crucial link from the plot to regional and global scales. Although remote-sensing data-based methods have become a primary approach in estimating forest above ground biomass (AGB), many difficulties remain in data resources and prediction approaches. Each kind of sensor type and prediction method has its own merits and limitations. To select the proper estimation algorithm and remote-sensing data source, several forest AGB models were developed using different remote-sensing data sources (Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) data and Thematic Mapper (TM) data) and 108 field measurements. Three modeling methods (stepwise regression (SR), support vector regression (SVR) and random forest (RF)) were used to estimate forest AGB over the Daxing’anling Mountains in northeastern China. The results of models using different datasets and three approaches were compared. The random forest AGB model using Landsat5/TM as input data was shown the acceptable modeling accuracy ($R^2 = 0.95$, RMSE = 17.73 Mg/ha) and it was also shown to estimate AGB reliably by cross validation ($R^2 = 0.71$, RMSE = 39.60 Mg/ha). The results also indicated that adding GLAS data significantly improved AGB predictions for the SVR and SR AGB models. In the case of the RF AGB models, including GLAS data no longer led to significant improvement. Finally, a forest biomass map with spatial resolution of 30 m over the Daxing’anling Mountains was generated using the obtained optimal model.
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1. Introduction

Forest ecosystems, which are the largest carbon sinks on land, account for about 80% of terrestrial biosphere carbon storage and 40% of underground carbon storage [1] and play a pivotal role in mitigating climate change [2,3]. Biomass, as one of the important parameters of forest environments, is an effective factor for characterizing actual carbon sequestration in the forest ecosystem. Therefore, estimating forest biomass accurately is the basis for terrestrial carbon cycle analysis, and the spatial distribution of forest biomass at regional scale can also reveal spatial variations in carbon sequestration, which can provide a basis for rational carbon reduction targets and forest management programs. Generally, biomass consists of above ground biomass (AGB) and below ground biomass (BGB) [3,4]. Due to the difficulty of collecting and calculating BGB, researchers have focused mainly on AGB, as did this paper.
Remote-sensing technology, which has wide coverage and repeated observation capabilities, has promoted research on the spatial distribution and temporal variation of forest biomass. Biomass models based on remote-sensing data have been shown to be more accurate than other models [5]. The characteristics of the forest can be estimated using the airborne or space-borne multi-spectral remote sensing method [6]. Airborne remote-sensing data, such as aerial photographs, are most useful when fine spatial detail is critical, which are often used for modeling forest canopy structures or tree parameters [4,6]. Compared to airborne remote sensing, satellite imagery can not only capture large areas in a single image but also update information regularly to monitor changes [6].

Three types of remote-sensing data are currently available for biomass estimation: optical sensor data, radar data, and LiDAR data [3,4,7]. Each of these has its own advantages and disadvantages for estimating biomass. Optical remote sensing can be used for continuous estimation of forest biomass due to its long observation time, wide spatial coverage, and multiple bands, which can provide abundant information about the canopy spectrum. Optical remote sensing is limited by its relatively poor penetration. Estimating forest AGB using optical sensor data is based on the close relationship between foliage biomass and forest ecosystem biomass. However, foliage biomass accounts for less than 10% of the total biomass of a mature forest ecosystem [8]. The signal saturation of optical sensor data in dense vegetation is an important factor restricting biomass inversion. The results obtained by Lu et al. [7] confirmed that Thematic Mapper (TM) spectral reflectance changes regularly with increasing AGB in forest sites with low biomass density. As for forest sites with high biomass density, the relationship between AGB and TM spectral reflectance is not obvious. Radar data are also a promising data source for estimating AGB because of their independence of weather and their ability to penetrate the canopy and thereby receive information about trunks and branches [9,10]. Signal saturation is also a problem for radar data [11,12]. LiDAR, an active remote-sensing technology, can acquire forest vertical structure information, which is strongly related to forest biomass. LiDAR data are not affected by signal saturation [13,14]. Incomplete data coverage, short running time, and the effects of clouds and terrain make spatial LiDAR data less than ideal for biomass mapping [3,10,15]. In some studies, LiDAR data were combined with optical images to estimate forest biomass [13].

The techniques for estimating forest biomass can be divided into two categories: parametric and nonparametric algorithms [4,15]. The term “parametric algorithm” refers to common statistical regression. After the model has been developed, the expression relating the dependent variable (AGB) and the independent variables is explicit and easy to calculate [15]. The key is to select suitable variables to represent biomass. In fact, forest biomass is affected by many factors (e.g., forest age, tree species, and tree height), and its relationship with remote-sensing data is difficult to express using a simple linear or nonlinear model. Many researchers have used machine learning and data mining methods (also known as nonparametric algorithms) to estimate forest biomass and have achieved good results [3,16,17].

In the current research, the optimal kind of remote-sensing data and the optimal method for estimating forest AGB remain to be determined. In addition, some issues remain in spatial matching between remote-sensing images and field data. In some studies, the area of a field plot is less than that of a pixel in remote-sensing images [3,4]. In this research, remote-sensing data with a resolution matching the field plot area were chosen as the input data. Three approaches were then developed (stepwise regression, support vector regression, and random forest) to model the relationship between the remote-sensing variables and the measured AGB in the field plots. After comparing the modeling and estimation results using field measurements, the optimal biomass model was used to map regional forest biomass density.

2. Materials

The materials used in this paper included field AGB data measured during 2005–2007, Geospatial Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) data observed during 2003–2008 using laser 2 and laser 3, and Landsat 5 TM data observed in July 2005. The acquisition time of the above data were shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The acquisition time of the materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Acquisition Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field data</td>
<td>2005, 2006 and 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLAS data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3A</td>
<td>3 October 2004–8 November 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3B</td>
<td>17 February 2005–24 March 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3C</td>
<td>20 May 2005–24 June 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3D</td>
<td>21 October 2005–24 November 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat5/TM data</td>
<td>July 2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: L2A, L2D, etc. represent the name of the GALS laser campaigns.

2.1. Field Data

Two sources of field measurements were used in this paper. The first was obtained from Sun et al., where GLAS footprints (the red dots in Figure 1) in the Tahe and Changbai Mountain areas were measured in 2006 and 2007 respectively [18,19]. Eighty-six good-quality GLAS data points were obtained in this area (see Section 2.2 for filters). Four sampling plots (the blue solid circles in Figure 2) with a radius of 7.5 m were set within the GLAS footprint after the center of each footprint was located by DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System) [18]. GLAS footprint (the black dots in Figure 1) is an elliptical surface, with approximately 65 m in diameter, and the space between footprints is 172 m [3]. The second dataset was obtained from the seventh National Forest Inventory dataset [20], which was obtained in 2005. In this study, 62 forest inventory plots (purple dots in Figure 1) of 0.06 ha each were measured in the Xiaoxing’anling, Daxing’anling, and Changbai Mountains. In addition to the correspondence relationship between the coordinates of remote-sensing data (GLAS data or TM data) and that of field plots, the area near those plots was also forest and was basically homogeneous (see Section 5), which make these plots representative of remote-sensing data. The diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree species were documented for every tree with DBH greater than 5 cm in all these sampling plots.

![Figure 1](image-url)
In the region studied in the current research, the single-tree biomass for each tree species was estimated using species-specific allometric equations [22–27] (Figure 3) obtained from the literature. The average aboveground biomass of each plot was then obtained by aggregating all single-tree biomass values in this plot and dividing by the area of the sampling plot.

![Schematic diagram of field sampling. The solid blue circles represent sampling plots.](image)

**Figure 2.** Schematic diagram of field sampling. The solid blue circles represent sampling plots.

The study region contained 148 field AGB data points. After matching with ICESat/GLAS data, during which the observed time, location, and ICESat/GLAS data quality were considered (see Section 2.2), a total of 108 plot data points were available for modeling (86 from the Sun et al. team and 22 from the Seventh National Forest Inventory dataset). Due to the lack of valid ICESat/GLAS data, 40 plot data points from the seventh National Forest Inventory dataset were left. The remaining 40 plot data points were used for independent validation of the AGB model using Landsat5/TM as input data.

### 2.2. ICESat/GLAS Data

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) GLAS instrument staged in the Ice, Cloud, and Elevation Satellite (ICESat) is the first space-born full-waveform LiDAR sensor. GLAS emits a pulse waveform in 1064-nm bands, illuminating an elliptical surface footprint approximately 65 m in diameter, and records the returned waveform from the footprint. GLA01 (release 33), recording the transmitted and received waveforms, and GLA14 (release 34), recording the parameters obtained from GLA01 along with the geolocation of the footprint, were used in this study. GLAS shots that were...
less than 65 m away from field plots collected from the Seventh National Forest Inventory dataset were also used, as well as GLAS data corresponding to field plots from Sun et al. These GLAS data points were downloaded from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) website [28].

To obtain high-quality waveform data, filters are required. With reference to the screening methods proposed by Chi [29], Wu [30] and Baghdadi [31], GLAS data with no cloud and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) greater than 60 were retained. Cloudless GLAS data were identified using the cloud detection flag \(i_{\text{FRir_goflag}} = 15\) in the GLA14 product [29,31]. In addition, the SNR values (Equation (1)) can be calculated using the fields \(i_{\text{max-RecAmp}}\) and \(i_{\text{sDevNsOb1}}\) in the GLA14 product [30]. Here, \(i_{\text{max-RecAmp}}\) represents the peak amplitude of the received echo, and \(i_{\text{sDevNsOb1}}\) represents the standard deviation of the background noise.

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{i_{\text{max}} - \text{RecAmp}}{i_{\text{sDevNsOb1}}}
\]  

After filtering, a total of 108 waveform data points were available. Before calculating the waveform metrics associated with AGB, it was necessary to identify the three crucial locations of the waveform: the signal start location, the signal end location and the ground peak location, which relied on the processing described below.

1. Filtering the data

The waveform is commonly filtered by a Gaussian filter, which removes high-frequency noise and smooths the data [3,18]. In recent years, some researchers have used wavelet transforms to filter GLAS data [32]. This study compared the denoising effect of the two filters and selected the more effective filtering method. The wavelet transform steps followed in this paper were as follows: first, the signal was decomposed into three layers by a Gaussian wavelet; second, the high-frequency coefficients were denoised using a threshold; and finally, the coefficients underwent an inverse transformation [33]. As for the Gaussian filter, one was created with a width similar to the transmitted pulse and used to filter the original waveform [34].

Three indicators were selected to evaluate the filtering effects: root mean square error (RMSE) [35,36], signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [35,36], and smoothness \(r\) [35]. The equations of these indicators can be expressed as follows:

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(s(i) - f(i))^2}{N}}
\]  

\[
\text{SNR} = 10 \times \log\left(\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N}f(i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N}(s(i) - f(i))^2}\right)
\]  

\[
r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N-1}(f(i + 1) - f(i))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{N-1}(s(i + 1) - s(i))^2}
\]

where \(s\) is the original signal, \(f\) is the filtered signal, and \(N\) is the length of the signal.

2. Locating the signal start and end points

Noise was estimated from the signal intensity histogram before the signal start point and after the signal end point. When three consecutive bins were higher than the threshold (the sum of the noise mean and three standard deviations), the signal start and end were located [34].

3. Gaussian Decomposition

A Gaussian decomposition was applied to the filtered waveform using Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares fitting [29,34,37]. To compare this method with the GLA14 product, the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($r$) was calculated between the original waveform and the fitted waveforms obtained by the method described above and by the GLA14 product separately.

4. Identifying the ground peak

By reverse search from the signal endpoint, when the distance between the location of the Gaussian peak and the end of the signal was greater than half the emission pulse width, the location of the Gaussian peak was taken as the ground peak [34].

After processing the GLAS data using this method, waveform metrics sensitive to AGB were extracted according to methods in the available literature. These metrics were divided into two types, height metrics and intensity metrics, and their description and references can be found in Table 2. In addition to these metrics, the results of Gaussian decomposition, including location, amplitude, and width, were also used.

| Table 2. Descriptions and references of GLAS metrics derived from GLAS data. |
|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| Types                           | GLAS Metric Abbreviations        | Descriptions                     |
| Extent                          | The distance from signal beginning to signal ending [34]. |
| Treeht                          | The distance from signal beginning to ground peak [34,38]. |
| Treeht2 Treeht3                 | Top tree heights with corrections [34]. |
| H25 H75                         | Quartile heights calculated by subtracting the ground elevation from elevation at which 25% or 75% of the returned energy occurs [34,39]. |
| H10 H20 H100                    | Decimal heights calculated by subtracting the ground elevation from elevation at which 10% (20%...100%) of the returned energy occurs [34]. |
| LEE                             | The distance from the elevation of signal beginning to the first elevation at which the signal strength of the waveform is half of the maximum signal [38]. |
| TEE                             | The distance from the last elevation at which the signal strength of the waveform is half of the maximum signal to the elevation of signal ending [38]. |
| HOME                            | The height of median energy (HOME) [9]. |
| Meanh Medh                      | Mean canopy height, median canopy height [40]. |
| QMCH                            | Quadratic mean canopy height (QMCH) calculated from the canopy height profiles [40]. |
| Canopy cover                    | The ratio of the canopy echo area to the total wave area [41]. |
| AVAW                            | The area under the waveform from vegetation [41]. |

After testing the sensitivity to AGB of a number of variables from these GLAS parameters, eight variables (Treeht2, H25, LEE, TEE, HOME, QMCH, AVAW, and gasamp1 (the intensity of the first waveform from Gaussian decomposition)) were retained as predictor variables for GLAS data.

2.3. Landsat5/TM Data

The multispectral data used in this study were TM images with a resolution of 30 m, which matches the area of the field plots. One hundred eight (108) plots were distributed within the range of nine TM scenes. Cloud-free, good-quality images for each scene were downloaded from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Explorer as close as possible to the peak growing season. The collection duration (day of year (DOY)) of these images was limited to values from 180 to 210. To reduce the influence of spatial mismatch between the plots and the TM images, the mean reflectance was extracted from a $3 \times 3$ TM pixel window. The validity of the acquired TM images must also be
checked by plotting the time-series curves of the spectral reflectances and vegetation indices before extracting variables, and data points that are obviously offset from the curve must be deleted.

The spectral variables extracted in this paper were divided into three categories:

1. **Surface reflectance**: bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7;

2. **Spectral indices**: normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [42], Enhanced Vegetation index (EVI) [43], perpendicular vegetation index (PVI) [44], soil-adjusted vegetation index (SAVI) [45], normalized difference infrared vegetation index (NDIIB6) [46], normalized difference infrared vegetation index (NDIIB7) [47], Tasseled Cap Brightness (TCB) [48], Tasseled Cap angle (TCangle) [49], Tasseled Cap Wetness (TCW) [48], Tasseled Cap distance (TCdistance) [49], and Tasseled Cap Greenness (TCG) [48], Tasseled Cap Wetness (TCW) [48], Tasseled Cap distance (TCdistance) [49], and Tasseled Cap angle (TCangle) [49].

The formulae used can be found in Table 3.

**Table 3. Spectral variables derived from Landsat5/TM data.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spectral Variables</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>((\text{TM}4 - \text{TM}3) / (\text{TM}4 + \text{TM}3))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVI</td>
<td>(2.5 \times (\text{TM}4 - \text{TM}3) / (\text{TM}4 + 6 \times \text{TM}3 - 7.5 \times \text{TM}1 + 1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVI</td>
<td>(\sqrt{(0.355 \times \text{TM}4 - 0.149 \times \text{TM}3)^2 + (0.355 \times \text{TM}3 - 0.852 \times \text{TM}4)^2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVI</td>
<td>((1 + 0.5) \times (\text{TM}4 - \text{TM}3) / (\text{TM}4 + \text{TM}3 + 0.5))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDIIB6</td>
<td>((\text{TM}4 - \text{TM}5) / (\text{TM}4 + \text{TM}5))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDIIB7</td>
<td>((\text{TM}4 - \text{TM}7) / (\text{TM}4 + \text{TM}7))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCB</td>
<td>(B \times [\text{TM}1, \text{TM}2, \text{TM}3, \text{TM}4, \text{TM}5, \text{TM}7, 1]^T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCG</td>
<td>(G \times [\text{TM}1, \text{TM}2, \text{TM}3, \text{TM}4, \text{TM}5, \text{TM}7, 1]^T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCW</td>
<td>(W \times [\text{TM}1, \text{TM}2, \text{TM}3, \text{TM}4, \text{TM}5, \text{TM}7, 1]^T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCdistance</td>
<td>(\sqrt{\text{TCB}^2 + \text{TCG}^2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCangle</td>
<td>(\text{arctan}(\text{TCG} / \text{TCB}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \(B = [0.2909, 0.2493, 0.4806, 0.5568, 0.4438, 0.1706, 10.3695]\) \(G = [-0.2728, -0.2174, -0.5508, 0.7221, 0.0733, -0.1648, -0.7310]\) \(W = [0.1446, 0.1761, 0.3322, 0.3396, -0.6210, -0.4186, -3.3828]\).

For TM data, surface reflectance (band1 and band4), NDVI, \(\frac{\text{TM}3}{\text{TM}7}\), and TCW were retained as predictor variables, after selecting variables sensitive to AGB from the above TM parameters.

### 3. Methods

The methodology used to estimate forest AGB in this paper is shown in Figure 4.

First, field AGB was calculated based on models of the relationship between the measured data (tree species and DBH) and aboveground tree biomass [22–27] (Figure 3), as described in Section 2.1. The remote-sensing data parameters (GLAS metrics and TM variables) corresponding to field plots were then extracted using the methods described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

In order to simplify the model and eliminate variables that are not sensitive to AGB and that are collinear with each other. We selected predictor variables for AGB modeling from the GLAS metrics and TM variables using stepwise regression analysis (see Section 3.1).

The dataset included 148 samples; each sample consists of these selected predictor variables and corresponding AGB field data. These samples were divided into two parts, one (108 samples) for modeling, and the other (40 samples) for validation. (1) For 108 samples, the modeling process was as follows: Bootstrapping was used to expand the modeling sample size, creating 300 bootstrap samples from the observations of size 108 (see Section 3.2). AGB models were developed for each bootstrap sample using three methods (stepwise regression (SR), support vector regression (SVR), and random forest (RF)) and three data sources (TM predictor variables, GLAS predictor variables, and TM predictor variables + GLAS predictor variables) (see Section 3.3). After comparing the results from modeling accuracy and cross validation, the optimal AGB model was determined. (2) For the
remaining 40 samples, they were used for independent validation of the estimated AGB using the optimal model (see Section 3.4).

Finally, the forest AGB over the Daxing’anling Mountains was mapped using the optimal AGB model.

3.1. Variable Selection

In this study, many potential variables were extracted based on previous studies. Specifically, 42 GLAS variables (the parameters in Table 1 and the results of Gaussian decomposition) and 20 TM variables were available. Therefore, the first step was to determine the predictors to simplify the model and eliminate variables that are not related to AGB and that are collinear with each other. Stepwise regression analysis was used to pare down the potential variables. To test for collinearity between the selected variables, a variance inflation factor (VIF) threshold of 10 was used, with reference to the methods used by Powell [50]. VIF is an indicator of multicollinearity and is calculated as follows:

\[ VIF_i = \frac{1}{1 - R_{i}^2} \]  

where \( VIF_i \) is the VIF of the \( i \)-th variable and \( R_{i}^2 \) is the coefficient of determination of the regression equation between the \( i \)-th variable and the remaining variables. To calculate \( R_{i}^2 \), first we run an ordinary least square regression that has \( X_i \) (\( i \)-th explanatory variable) as a function of all the other explanatory variables. The regression equation would be as follows:

\[ X_i = a_1 X_1 + a_2 X_2 + \ldots + a_{i-1} X_{i-1} + a_{i+1} X_{i+1} a_1 X_1 + \ldots a_k X_k + c + e \]  

where \( k \) is the total number of independent variables, \( c \) is a constant and \( e \) is the error term. Then the coefficient of determination of the regression Equation (6), \( R_{i}^2 \), is calculated. In this case, we can

---

**Figure 4.** Forest AGB estimation methodology used in this paper.
calculate $k$ different VIFs (one for each $X_i$). Generally, the value of VIF exceeding 10 is regarded as indicating multicollinearity. Particularly, in the process of paring down the variables, the variable with the largest VIF (greater than the selected threshold of 10) was the first one to be removed.

For ICESat/GLAS data, Treeht2, H25, LEE, TEE, HOME, QMCH, AWAW and gasamp1 (the intensity of the first waveform from Gaussian decomposition) were selected as predictor variables. The description of these variables is given in Table 2. For Landsat5/TM data, surface reflectances (band1 and band4), NDVI, $\frac{TM3}{TM7}$ were selected, as well as TCW.

3.2. Bootstrapping

In this study, the number of field data points available for modeling was only 108. To approximate the coefficient distributions and improve modeling accuracy, bootstrapping, which is a resampling technique, was applied to the regression in this paper [51,52].

Bootstrapping, which is a form of a sampling with replacement, initially proposed by Efron in 1797, has been widely used in many fields [52]. Unlike other sampling methods, there is no need to make assumptions about the form of the population [53]. It is a statistical inference method based on a sampling technique that can improve model estimation accuracy by increasing the number of samples [53].

The general bootstrapping process works as follows: a sample of size $X$ is drawn from the original sample with replacement, where $X$ is the size of the original sample. In this paper, the bootstrapping was combined with stratified sampling, so that bootstrap samples have similar overall properties to those 108 AGB data [52–54]. The steps were as follows:

1. The original data (AGB field data and corresponding predictor variables) of size 108 was sorted by ascending AGB values.
2. After that, we divided the dataset into four equal-sized subgroups (size = 27).
3. For each subgroup, random sampling with replacement was performed and repeated 27 times. Therefore, there were 27 data for each subgroup and a total of 108 data were obtained, which was our first bootstrap sample.
4. The process (3) was repeated 300 times to obtain 300 bootstrap samples.

In this paper, 300 bootstrap samples were created from the set of 108 observations and modeled separately.

3.3. Modeling Approach

In this paper, three prediction methods were considered: stepwise regression (SR), support vector regression (SVR), and random forest (RF). As shown in Figure 4, specifically, after the remote-sensing predictor variables were retained (see Section 3.1), 300 bootstrap samples were created as described in Section 3.2. Each bootstrap sample included predictor variables (8 variables for GLAS data and 5 variables for TM data) and corresponding AGB field data. For each bootstrap sample, three above modeling approaches (SR, SVR, and RF) and three input datasets (TM predictor variables, GLAS predictor variables, and TM predictor variables + GLAS predictor variables) were used to build AGB models respectively. As a result, nine AGB models were established for each bootstrap sample, namely, three SR AGB models (with TM predictor variables, with GLAS predictor variables, and with TM predictor variables + GLAS predictor variables), three SVR AGB models (with TM predictor variables, with GLAS predictor variables, and with TM predictor variables + GLAS predictor variables), and three RF AGB models (with TM predictor variables, with GLAS predictor variables, and with TM predictor variables + GLAS predictor variables).

SR is a parametric algorithm that is commonly used to estimate AGB [54]. The strength of this approach is that it can select suitable variables for the regression model when many explanatory variables are available. The idea of this algorithm is to introduce all the explanatory variables into
the regression equation one by one according to their contributions to the dependent variable and to eliminate the variables whose effects are not significant after the introduction of new variables. In this paper, the underlying regression model used to evaluate the variables in the SR approach is multiple linear. Here, a significance level for deciding when to enter a predictor into the stepwise model is set to 0.15, like many software. Also, a significance level for deciding when to remove a predictor from the stepwise model is set to 0.15.

SVR and RF are two representative non-parametric algorithms that some studies have used to estimate AGB [14,50,54–56]. Unlike parametric algorithms, the strength of non-parametric algorithms is that they do not make assumptions about the form of the model and the distribution of input data, which makes it possible to effectively describe the complex nonlinear relationship between forest AGB and remote-sensing data [55]. SVR transforms a nonlinear regression into a linear regression by mapping the input data into a high-dimensional feature space using a kernel function. The essence of the solution is to find the optimal hyperplane based on the rule of structural risk minimization [56]. In this paper, the radial basis function kernel (RBF), which is the most widely used kernel function, was used because it requires fewer parameters and can reduce the difficulty of numerical calculation [57,58].

RF is an extension of the classification and regression tree (CART) approach. To improve prediction accuracy, random samples and attributes are selected to build multiple independent decision trees [59]. This algorithm is less sensitive to data noise and outliers than others [59]. A flowchart of the RF algorithm is shown in Figure 5. The original data are randomly resampled to yield N samples of size M by bagging repeatedly [59]. In this paper, the value of M (equal to the size of original data) is 108. In addition, the value of N (the number of trees) is 600, determined from the relationship between N and the error, which is also commonly used to determine the number of trees. Then a regression tree is constructed for each dataset. For each regression tree, each node is split using a random subset of size \( m_{try} \) (the number of predictors sampled for splitting) from the features, a procedure called “feature bagging”. The result is estimated by averaging the predictions of the N regression trees. In this paper, the value of \( m_{try} \) was selected based on the RMSE of the data not included in each sample, an approach that is called out-of-bag (OOB) data.

![Figure 5. Flowchart of RF algorithm.](image)

In the modeling process, the above algorithms were implemented in R, an open-source software environment [60,61]. For each bootstrap sample, three modeling approaches (SR, SVR, and RF) and three input datasets (TM, GLAS, and TM + GLAS) were used. During which, cross validation was performed with four-fold and five repetitions for each prediction model, which means that 75% of the input data was training data and the rest was test data. After comparison and evaluation, the optimal AGB model was indicated by R-squared (\( R^2 \)) and root mean square error (RMSE) from both modeling accuracy and cross validation.
3.4. Independent Validation

Due to the lack of corresponding GLAS data, there were 40 field plots that were not used for modeling. To perform further validation of the selected model (the RF AGB model with TM data), these plots were used for independent validation. In addition to $R^2$ and RMSE, another model evaluation index, the total relative error (TRE) (Equation (7)), which was proposed by Zeng [62], was also used to evaluate the forest AGB model:

$$\text{TRE} = \frac{\sum (y_i - \hat{y}_i)}{\sum y_i} \times 100\%$$

where $y_i$ is the $i$-th measured value, and $\hat{y}_i$ is the $i$-th predicted value from the model. TRE is an important indicator reflecting the effect of model fitting and should be controlled within a certain range (such as $\pm 3\%$ or $\pm 5\%$).

4. Results

4.1. ICESat/GLAS Data Processing Results

In order to calculate the waveform metrics associated with AGB, it was necessary to pre-process the GLAS raw data. In the process of Filtering and Gaussian Decomposition, the results of different methods were compared and analyzed.

Comparison of the filtering effects of wavelet transform and Gaussian filter (Figure 6 and Table 4) showed that the RMSE and SNR of the wavelet transform were better than those of the Gaussian filter, but that the smoothness was not significantly different. As a result, the wavelet transform was chosen to filter the waveform of the GLAS footprint.

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** RMSE, SNR, and $r$ from different filters. The pink lines represent results from the wavelet transform and the blue line represents results from the Gaussian filter. The $X$-axis (Number) represents the serial number of the 108 GLAS data points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>SNR(dB)</th>
<th>$r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wavelet transform</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>35.67</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaussian filter</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>33.15</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned in Section 2.2, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($r$) was calculated between the original waveform and the fitted waveforms obtained by the proposed method and by the GLA14 product separately. A comparison of these two correlations is shown in Figure 7. Clearly, the overall correlation obtained using the proposed method is superior to that obtained using the GLA14 product.
Figure 7. Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between the fitted waveforms and the raw waveforms. The red line represents the results from the proposed method, and the black line represents the results from GLA14. The X-axis (Number) represents the serial number of the 108 GLAS data points.

After processing the GLAS data using the above method, three crucial locations of the waveform (the signal start location, the signal end location and the ground peak location) were successfully identified. In addition, then the waveform metrics in Table 2 were extracted.

4.2. AGB Model Results

The performances of all AGB models, evaluated in terms of $R^2$ and RMSE, is shown in Figures 8 and 9. Figure 8 summarizes the modeling accuracy results from regression using different approaches and input data combined with bootstrapping, and Figure 9 shows the results from repeated cross validation. RF outperformed the other two approaches in all three cases: with TM data alone, with GLAS data alone, and with GLAS data and TM data together. RF AGB models generally led to higher $R^2$ and smaller RMSE, both in modeling accuracy ($R^2_{\text{max}} = 0.96$, $\text{RMSE}_{\text{min}} = 17.73 \text{ Mg/ha}$) and cross validation ($R^2_{\text{max}} = 0.76$, $\text{RMSE}_{\text{min}} = 39.60 \text{ Mg/ha}$). The performance of the SR AGB models was the worst in terms of $R^2$ and RMSE for both modeling accuracy and cross validation. The presence of GLAS data significantly improved AGB predictions for SVR and SR AGB models by decreasing RMSE and increasing $R^2$. As for the RF AGB models, inclusion of GLAS data no longer led to significant improvement. There was little difference in terms of $R^2$ and RMSE between the RF AGB model with TM alone and that with GLAS or TM + GLAS. Considering that the GLAS footprints are spatially discontinuous, this model needs to be extrapolated at regional scale by adding more data, which will introduce new errors at the same time. Therefore, in this paper, the Landsat5/TM dataset was used as input data with RF as the prediction method to estimate forest AGB at regional scale.
Figure 8. Modeling accuracy results from regression using different input data and prediction approaches. The distribution of RMSE and $R^2$ is shown as a violin plot [63], which is the combination of a box plot and a density plot. The white point represents the median, and the black box indicates the interquartile range.

Figure 9. Results from cross validation using different input data and prediction approaches. The distribution of RMSE and $R^2$ is shown as a violin plot [63].

The performance of the RF AGB model with TM data was further investigated. Scatter plots of field AGB against predicted biomass from RF models with 300 bootstraps is shown in Figure 10. The distribution of scatter points is concentrated near the 1:1 line, but this model underestimated forest AGB at high AGB levels (200–400 Mg/ha) and overestimated it at low AGB levels (0–200 Mg/ha).
The modeling accuracy results of RF AGB models created with different sample sizes (Figure 11) show that increasing the sample size led to an increase in $R^2$, a decrease in RMSE, and a reduction in the range of variation, implying that the established model is more stable.

Figure 10. Predicted AGB vs. field AGB. The size of the point, $n$, represents the number of repetition points. The color of the point is transparent pink. The black dotted line represents the 1:1 line.

Figure 11. Modeling accuracy results of regression from different sample size using the RF AGB model. The numbers represent median values.

Sixty-nine samples, which were randomly selected from the 108 datasets, were used for RF AGB modeling with TM and TM + GLAS respectively. The modeling accuracy results (Figure 12) further confirmed the previous finding that the presence of GLAS data did not lead to a significant increase in $R^2$. In this case, inclusion of GLAS data resulted in an increase in RMSE.

Figure 12. Modeling accuracy results of regression from RF AGB models with different input data from 69 samples. The numbers represent median values.
To perform further validation of the selected model (the RF AGB model with TM data), the remaining 40 plots were used for independent validation (Figure 13). The predicted forest AGB values were the medians of the 300 bootstrap estimates. The results show an $R^2$ of 0.54, an RMSE of 20.5 Mg/ha and a TRE of 4.97%, which was within the acceptable range.

![Figure 13](image1.png)

Figure 13. Independent validation results from RF AGB model with TM data from 40 datasets. The red dotted line represents the 1:1 line.

4.3. Wall-to-Wall AGB Prediction over the Daxing’anling Mountains in Heilongjiang Province

The spatial distribution of forest AGB density in 2005 over the Daxing’anling Mountains is shown in Figure 14, using the optimal AGB model established in Section 4.1. The predicted forest AGB density values were the medians of the 300 bootstrap estimates. The forest AGB density over the Daxing’anling Mountains was distributed mainly in the 60–90 Mg/ha range, and the highest value was 304 Mg/ha. The average forest AGB density over the Daxing’anling Mountains was 83.13 Mg/ha. This value is close to the average AGB density, 83.50–102.49 Mg/ha, estimated by Zhang et al. [3] in northeastern China, who also found that the forest AGB of the Daxing’anling Mountains was less than those of the Changbai and Xiaoxing’anling Mountains. The result obtained here is slightly larger than the 80.18 Mg/ha provided by Huang and Xia [64] using the Dong model in northeastern China.

![Figure 14](image2.png)

Figure 14. Forest AGB density map from RF AGB model with TM data over the Daxing’anling Mountains for 2005. The background information is a 30-m forest distribution map developed by Chen [21].
5. Discussion

In this paper, the results of models using different datasets and three approaches were compared. The random forest AGB model using Landsat5/TM as input data has the acceptable modeling accuracy ($R^2 = 0.95$ RMSE = 17.73 Mg/ha) and it was also shown to estimate AGB reliably by cross validation ($R^2 = 0.71$ RMSE = 39.60 Mg/ha). We also compared our results with other similar research works. Powell [50] modeled aboveground tree biomass using field data and Landsat satellite imagery in Minnesota and Arizona by comparing different statistical techniques. The RMSE of the modeling accuracy results ranged from 32.19 to 44.43 Mg/ha. Zhang et al. [3] developed forest AGB models in northeastern China based on GLAS data, achieving an $R^2$ of modeling accuracy results for field-measured points of 0.86 and an RMSE of 26.76 Mg/ha. Compared with other published studies, the forest AGB model in this paper achieved better performance in terms of modeling accuracy ($R^2$ and RMSE).

5.1. Spatio-Temporal Matching between GLAS Data and Measured Data

When matching the measured field data and the GLAS waveforms, it was assumed that no significant change in forest AGB in the field plot had occurred within the previous three years. In terms of geographical location, especially for matching forest inventory data with GLAS data, the authors believe that a central location difference in the 65-m range is acceptable. The above assumptions are due to the difficulty of matching the two datasets, which is caused by the short observation time of GLAS, the small number of repeated observations, and the spatial discontinuities of GLAS. To make these hypotheses reasonable, the spectral difference of the plots between the GLAS observation time and the measurement time were examined, and the spectral variance from a $3 \times 3$ TM pixel window corresponding to the GLAS data was also examined. Data points with an abnormal deviation were deleted.

The modeling accuracy and cross validation results showed that selection of representative GLAS data for the field plots is an important step towards effective modeling and improved modeling accuracy.

5.2. GLAS Data and Terrain Effects

LiDAR waveforms are susceptible to ground slopes. When the ground slope is greater than 20 degrees, information from the ground and from the canopy are intermixed, making the extracted metrics no longer accurate [65,66]. Before modeling, slope values were calculated for all field plots, and all were found to be less than 20 degrees, with most less than 15 degrees.

In addition, an effort was made to add auxiliary data in the form of a digital elevation model (DEM) to the model, but the results were not improved. Therefore, terrain effects were not taken into account in this paper, but when the GLAS model is applied to complex terrain, terrain effects must be eliminated.

5.3. Influence of Regional Coverage Types on Estimation

The field measurements used in this paper consisted of two parts, one from measurements of the GLAS footprints, where three sampling plots were established within each footprint, and the other from National Forest Inventory data, where each tree with DBH greater than 5 cm in the range of 0.06 ha was measured. The difference in sampling methods between these two datasets may have introduced errors to the results. Only the tree biomass was involved in field measurements, ignoring shrubs and herbaceous plants. Therefore, the resulting estimates of forest AGB were lower than the actual values.
5.4. Effects of TM Data on Regional Biomass Mapping

In this modeling exercise, the acquisition time of the TM images was close to the peak of the growing season, and the time differences among scenes were less than 30 days. The results were highly affected by TM data quality when the AGB model was applied at regional scale. In this research, the TM data for the study area close to the growing season in 2005 were of good quality, and most areas were clear. However, the model will be limited when good-quality TM data are unavailable for the entire growing season, which is highly probable in some areas. In this case, TM image reconstruction methods can be used to compensate for the lack of data.

5.5. Effects of range of AGB values on validation

The RMSE from independent validation using the 40-sample dataset is significantly lower than the RMSE from cross validation, which may due to the range of AGB values measured on the field plots. In particular, the AGB values of 40-sample dataset for independent validation were within the smaller AGB (AGB < 160 Mg/ha) (see Figure 13), while the range of AGB used in the modeling was 0–400 Mg/ha, with the main distribution values ranging from 0–160 Mg/ha. Therefore, the RMSE from independent validation is smaller. In addition, the larger RMSE result from cross validation is mainly affected by the large-values of AGB data.

6. Conclusions

To map the distribution of forest AGB density at regional scale, two types of remote-sensing data matching were selected for a group of field plots: optical remote-sensing data (Landsat5/TM) with a resolution of 30 m, and LiDAR data (ICESat/GLAS) with a footprint approximately 65 m in diameter. AGB models were built using these field measurements and remote-sensing datasets. The results showed that including GLAS data improved AGB predictions for the SR and SVR AGB models. However, for the RF AGB models, there was little difference between the results from the three input datasets. Therefore the combination of data type and prediction method is important, and LiDAR data (e.g., GLAS data) may not be a necessary option for estimating forest AGB. After comparing and analyzing the effects of the various AGB models using the three modeling approaches and three remote-sensing datasets combined with bootstrapping, it was found that the RF AGB model with TM data was optimal for mapping. Finally, forest AGB density with spatial resolution of 30 m over the Daxing’ anling Mountains was mapped. Compared with some other researches, the estimated forest AGB at the regional scale is acceptable.
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